Friends & Sharing

• This book is about making friends at preschool.

• Otis is a pig who hates mud and is lonely until he finds a friend in a little frog who hates mud and is lonely too.

• A mouse searches for a friend and eventually finds another mouse.

• Morgan and Moffat go to school in the same classroom for the first time. Moffat tries to do everything while Morgan makes friends with Billy. At last, the teacher tells Moffat to go play with some friends. Moffat learns to share and be a friend with Sally.

• Gossie and Gertie are best friend goslings.

• Goat is worrying about his friend Pig because “that’s what friends are for.”

• Billy, a little green monster, has trouble sharing during his birthday party until he becomes lonely.

• Two toddlers who are best friends get into a fight and have to learn to apologize to be friends.

• Elmer, who is an elephant, befriends a kangaroo, who thinks he cannot hop. However, he bounces. Elmer has to convince the kangaroo that a bounce is a type of hop. This book is about supporting friends. Elmer the elephant is a series by David McKee.

• Emma moves to a new home. She sees Percy and her new next door neighbor Freda playing together. The book is about how she becomes friends with both of them.

• “Two girls can…” do everything together as friends.

• Mole finds and raises a baby bird, then has to learn a different lesson by letting the bird go back into the wild.

• This is a silly, fun book about what would happen if you gave a moose a muffin. The moose could also be a friend. Laura Joffe Numeroff wrote this book as the first in a series of charming “nonsense” books for younger children.

• Matilda is a hippo who gossips about everybody until the gossip comes back about her.

• Exclusion and inclusion are addressed when a white cat is cast out by a group of animals, then he finds another cat.

• Two boys become friends through a common interest in basketball.

• Brown Rabbit goes to visit Little Rabbit in the city. Little Rabbit takes him to all the sights. However, Brown Rabbit disappears. Little Rabbit finally realizes that Brown Rabbit just wants to be with her, not see every sight in the city.

• Goldie has trouble finding a best friend until she plays with Baby Bear.

• Harry Tortoise wants to play. However, everybody is busy but Sam Snail who becomes his best friend.

• A pigeon finds a hot dog, and a duckling is curious about the taste. They share it.